Tactical Case
The bag you would rather grab —
the bag you would rather stow

PN: RAC-U1105GG

Defibtech’s newest accessory* for the Lifeline
ARM automated chest compression (ACC) device is a
Tactical Case with a particularly unique design. The Frame
and the Backboard of the Lifeline ARM encircle
the custom3bag.
4
The result is a carrying case that is lightweight and takes up very little
D
room. Visibility and access simplify basic
tasks of routine maintenance.
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Check Battery Pack Status Indicator – Access Input Jack to Recharge
• C
 lear window on top of the bag provides visibility of the Battery Pack status
C
indicator on the User Control Panel
• T
 o Recharge the device while it is in the bag, access the input jack of the
Compression Module via a special flap opening on the front side of the bag
B

A

Bag is made of padded, durable materials, including reinforced seams throughout.
Inside the bag, an interior pocket secures and protects the Compression Module,
with additional pockets and space for storing accessories and spares. Comfortable
carrying options include a center top handle, rear handle, and padded backpack
straps. Overall, the durability, accessibility, and comfort of this carrying case are just
a few of the things that set this bag apart.

Quickly know you are ready to go

Lightweight, compact, and you can check Battery Pack
charge level, or recharge the Battery Pack, through the bag

It’s in the bag:
• Red exterior with hi-visibility retro-reflective stripes for low light conditions
• Brightly colored interior makes it easier to see stored accessories and spares
• Suitable for simple decontamination
• Weight 1.25 lbs. (0.57 kg); 22.5”L x 12”H x 9.5”D (case only)

*Optional accessory with 1-year warranty
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